14	PRELIMINARY NOTE ON YOGA
 17.	Above Anahata, and situate in the throat, is the circle
VifaMJia, a golden -lotus of sixteen petals (SS. V". 90 ff.).
SON. adds that it represents Akasa or ether, and  is  the
residence of Sadasiva, aad ascribes to it the colour of smoke
(SON. 29 ff.).
 18.	The sixth circle is Ajna, a lotus of two petals between
the eyebrows, which contains the mystic force called afoara-llja
(SS. V. 96 ff., 145 ff.).    It is of the colour of the moon.    In
its pericarp is the seat of Siva called Itara^ in the form of a
lniga> like a series of lightnings; it is parama-kula-pada, the
highest stage of the Kula, in which Siva and his consort
Sakti are half and half, arAJidngl^ in mutual fusion.    In it is
envisaged Paxamatman, the Supreme Self, as creator of origin,
maintenance, and dissolution of the cosmos, like a halo of the
light of fire, sun, and moon.    After death the Yogi who has
fixed his breaths on this seat of Vismi enters here into Paraiii
Brahma (SON. 84-40).
 19.	Above all these circles is the highest of all, Sahasrdra^
conceived as a lotus with a thousand petals, situated at the
base of the palate.    On its pericarp is a reversed triangular
space or yoni, in the centre of which is the Brahma-randhra
or upper extremity of Susumna.    On this yoni (or below it,
according to SS. V.. 145) is the Moon, whose nectar flows
downwards through the system (SS. V. 103 £, 122 ff.); its
place is  within the  sinus of the  forehead   (SS, V. 148).
Sahasrara is conceived as Mount Kailasa, the home of Siva;
and as representing the sphere of the Absolute orTranscendental
Being3 Parama-Siva or Paramesvara, as opposed to the sphere
of cosmic action  or Kula, it  is styled A-kula. or Na-kula.
It is thus the physical as well as the spiritual antithesis of
the Kula at the lower end of Susumna (SS. V. 151 ff.).
 20.	As usual, SCN. refines on this*   It describes Sahasrara
as having a thousand red petals facing downward*, and con-
taining fifty letters of the alphabet from a to tea.   It contains
the full moon without the hare (our c man in the moon J)3 and
in its central yoni the Yogi should contemplate the Void
(SON. 42 ff.).    In the void of this yoni is the sixteenth digit
of the Moon; it is called Amd or And\ it is like lightning,

